
ISUZU AND KIA Truck $50k Each: one is an Isuzu double cab truck and the other is a Kia single cab truck. Both are for sale for $50k. Contact 726-2787.


2009 DIESEL Sportage $65k Negotiable. Lady Driver. Call 339-6966 for more info.

2009 KIA Sportage For sale or trade. 9th gen KIA Sportage. No issues. Contact at 620-5209. Price $65k.


1999 NISSAN URVAN Taxi For sale $45k. Inspected and pass. For more info. WhatsApp 463-5639.

2019 TDU TOYOTA HILUX REVO $225,000. Loaded model from M. Rampersad. Quick sale needed as the box payment is available. PPIDown and the balance payable within 6 months. 465-6356.

AUDI ALLROAD Quattro 2005 (Quick Sale) PBZ. Wagon. One of only two that were sold in this country. Twin Turbo, very fast. High Speed Adjustable Suspension. Low Mileage: 94,000 km. Inspected till 2021. All paperwork in order. Price $70,000. O.N.O. Buyer also gets box of spare (maintenance). Call 784-5193.


NISSAN SULPHY (Luxury Model). No time Wasters. Serious Inquiries only. Reverse Camera, New Bluetooth, ond radio/cd/touchscreen, 16inch original alloy rims, Projector Headlights, Fog lamps, keyless trunk release from key fob, Electric seats etc. Contact 474-8486-567-000.

PRT SUZUKI Swift For sale: One owner, lady driven, local model, reverse camera, no interior condition, good working condition. Inspection passed unmarked. 150,000 km. serviced regularly: $45,000. Suzuki for $65k or nearest offer.

POWERY GALANT 4$195,000. Price Negotiable. Block is good $1000. Engine (back pressuring) & Transmission: 2.5 Automatic. World ported. maiden $60K. South in Geko $L150,000. The alternator is OK. Any other part you may need is available with accelerator pedal. Call the number for any desired parts or information 466-9171.

CB2 DROP Low Shock Springs must have drop low tops and spring shock $25. The set has been done by suspended about 2 months ago. $2000 negotiable. Call 281-7672.

ENKEI WHEELS: want to sell a set of Enkei 18" wheels with tires. Hole pattern 5x114. Wheels are 18x8 with Et40 & Et100. 2 tires at 60% and 1 tire at 60%. Asking $550. Contact 298-6653.

TOYOTA HIJAKS: For Sale. 1 set 225/45/17 90% life $2200. Another set 235/45/17 90% life $2500. Contact 328-4222 if you are interested.


TOYOTA HIJAKS: For Sale: Two sets. Lady driven, local model, reverse camera, no interior condition, good working condition. Inspected passed unmarked. 150,000 km. serviced regularly: $50,000. Toyota for $75k or nearest offer.

CB2 DROP Low Shock Springs must have drop low tops and spring shock $25. The set has been done by suspeded about 2 months ago. $2000 negotiable. Call 281-7672.

ENKEI WHEELS: want to sell a set of Enkei 18" wheels with tires. Hole pattern 5x114. Wheels are 18x8 with Et40 & Et100. 2 tires at 60% and 1 tire at 60%. Asking $550. Contact 298-6653.

ADVANCE LEARNING ACADEMY School/ Educational programming: Primary/ Secondary/ SEA/ CXC, Saddle Road Martial. 785-6139, 334-5102.

COURSES & PROGRAMS
BEAD JEWELRY Crochet courses 782-0851
CXC, CAPE, and SEA Private Tutors in all subjects: Home and online classes. 785-6139 334-5102.
PRIVATE TUTORS (qualified, experienced, patients) Primary, Secondary, Tertiary. All subjects: home visits and online. 785-6139.

LENSS
100% PASS RATE in Over 15 CXC Subjects in January/Exams 2020: 100% - Sciences 100% Business Students. Repeaters. Full time and Part time. Join the Success: 4 Subjects + Free CXC Master.
C.P.R CHEMISTRY Biology, Cupuna Scholarships every Year 738-2566.
CUNIPA CXC Physics, Chemistry, Mathematics, Add-Maths Biology 739-2565.
CUNIPA NSCE Form-3 Mathematics, Science 739-2565.
GEOGRAPHY A & O LEVEL 345-1264

REMOVE NEGATIVITY and disease from your life with Distance Healing with Reiki, Angel Oracle cards and Spiritual Response Therapy. Call or WhatsApp 968-359 8786

PUNCH-ROAD ASTROLOGY CENTER MAHARAJA 100% Removal of Black Magic, bad luck, Business, Money, Husband/Wife and Spirit. Bring back Lost Lover. Private & Confidential 1 888-279-7329 CHAGUANAS Any problems can be solved within 24hrs.

BUSINESS
CARL CALL - Carl Miah Nah Pick Up and Delivery services. We can take you or take care of it for you. Call/WhatsApp 3551167 FB: @callmiahnah

suspend

ENTERTAINMENT
Family Gatherings - cancelled! The Peoples Station Radio 90.5FM - with you 24/7!

HEALTH CARE
Hugs & Handshakes - cancelled! Heartbeat Radio 104.1FM - songs you can sing to 24/7!

ELDERLY HOME & PRIVATE SERVICES 622-0862 facebook.com/VintageCaribbeanServices

PARTY SERVICES
Bouncy Castles, Clowns, Magic, Puppets. 353-5417, 763-3011

CHILDREN

PETE'S APPLIANCE REPAIR & SALE 1 brand new Stihl FS 510 Brushcutter: $7200.

PETE'S APPLIANCE REPAIRS 1 brand new Stihl BS 360 Auger Machine: $16000. Contact Leslee: 744-6323

FOODS
MOUSQUITO SCREENS Custom insect Screens. 283-1215, 354-3012, 751-3012.

PETES APPLIANCE REPAIRS Certified Technician. Done on the spot. Refrigerators Quick, Honest, Reliable. 232-1242 739-2552

COUNSELING
ACURATE SPIRITUAL Readings Diaz 735-5013

LISA'S AREA www.bit.ly/2xFmwsv For details visit: Skills, a Product or an Experience Without Any Cost Start Working Online Today 327-9277, 294-5872 $16/hr. 289-0850,

FEMALES wanted
Ramasir's Cipero, Street Wanted MALE MECHANICS A1 Call: 332-9229 or 305-9511.

WORLD FAMOUS INTERNATIONAL ASTROLOGER
No. 1 Famous Astrologer in SAN FERNANDO
Confidential Horoscope and Tells your Past, Present and Future
Any Problem You get Solution within 3 Days
HOPE IS LIFE
Chaguanas 4
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